Supplies Needed
#39999015 The Snuggle is Too Real Iron on Transfer (1)
Patterned Pillowcase or Approx. ½ yard Fabric
Skeins of Yarn (in desired color(s)
Fabric Glue
Polyester Fiber Fill Stuffing (1 bag)
Cardboard or Thick Paper

Tools Needed
Sewing Machine
Sewing Needle and Thread
Iron
Scissors
Fine Point Marker Pen

Techniques to Know
Straight Stitch
Pompom Making

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut a 12” length of yarn.
2. Trace pompom maker pattern onto cardboard or thick paper. Repeat so you
have two.
3. Join the two cut out patterns together. Wrap multiple layers of yarn around
the joined pattern pieces. Holding the lower edges of yard snugly together with
your thumb and fingers, place the bottom edge of the scissors down between the
top of the two joined pattern pieces and cut the wrapped yarn on the top side of
the pattern. (*Two different colors of yarn can be wrapped, together, to make
multi-colored pompoms, if desired.)
4. While still snugly holding the bottom edge of the yarn onto the joined pattern
pieces, carefully slide the middle of the 12” length of yarn down between the top

side of the joined pattern pieces and snugly tie it together into a secure knot that
gathers the middle of the yarn together. Slide the pattern pieces out. Trim the
pompom so it is even.
5. Cut two 12” x 17” lengths of fabric. Place the two fabrics together, right sides
facing in. Leaving a ½” seam allowance, stitch the edges of one short and two
long sides together. Sew half of the remaining short side of the pillow together.
Turn pillow right side out.
6. Center the transfer on one side of the pillow and follow the iron on
instructions.
7.  Fill pillow with polyester fiber fill. Turn remaining salvage edges in on the
open end of the pillow and machine or hand stitch that rest of that end of the
pillow together.
8. Use fabric glue to securely glue the base of the pompoms onto the other side
of the pillow. Be sure to spread the glue and pompoms out and firmly press the
pompoms onto the fabric.
9. Allow to dry.
Skill Level:Advanced Beginner
Approximate Crafting Time:Above 2 hours, Good Weekend Project

